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Recommended for ages birth to 4
Synopsis
Details
A clever and funny story with a twist that is great
Where’s My Teddy?
fun to read aloud to preschool children. Eddy has J Alborough
lost his teddy in the woods and when he finally
ISBN: 9781844284818
finds him again teddy seems to have changed.
£5.99
A CD collection of three stories and songs from
Thomas and Friends
the ever-popular classic Thomas the Tank Engine
W Awdry/M Angelis
series - great to share at busy times, bedtime or in ISBN: 9781846070662
the car.
£5.10
High-contrast black-and-white images are easy
Going Out
for babies to focus on, and in this soft padded
S Baggott
hardback they can see pictures and words for lots
ISBN: 9781409523949
of things you might see when out for a walk.
£4.99
The Pirates take you on voyage with a “listen and Port Side Pirates
sing” CD of the Deep Blue Sea shanty. You can
Barefoot Books
also watch an animated version of the book on
ISBN: 9781846866678
YouTube.
£6.99
A big, bold picture book packed full of fascinating
Ben’s Big Book of Cars
detail about cars of every type, along with detailed B Blaythwayt
illustrations of car-related paraphernalia, people
ISBN 9780099404729
and places, ideal for young motor fans.
£5.99
Young children love things that go, and with this
Emergency
book they can read about emergency vehicles and A Boretzki
then push the book along on its moving wheels
ISBN: 9780230750548
just like a toy. Also available as a London Bus!
£4.99
One of the original books in the award-winning
I Will Not Ever Never Eat a
series that is now also a television show. Lola
Tomato
refuses to eat her tomatoes, but can big brother
L Child
Charlie persuade her? Includes a frieze that can be ISBN: 9781846168864
put up on the wall.
£6.99
This classic board book retells a childhood
There Was an Old Lady
favourite and its ingenious design with die-cut
Who Swallowed a Fly
holes shows all of the animals in the old lady’s
Child’s Play
belly. Also available in paperback and with a singISBN: 9780859537278
along CD (ISBN: 9781904550921).
£3.99
A little girl who doesn’t want to eat her lunch but is Lunchtime
helped out by a visiting crocodile, bear and wolf
R Cobb
who are starving! A fun story with a modern,
ISBN: 9780230749535
quirky style, perfect for finicky eaters!
£6.99
In this beautifully illustrated tale, Christopher’s
Grannie tells him about her adventures with the
mysterious Ti Bolom, a much heard but never seen
creature from her childhood in the Caribbean.

Look Back!
T Cooke
ISBN: 9781844287826
£5.99
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One of a series of well-known tales retold in
The Gingerbread Man
colourful picture book format with fun lift-up flaps E Corke
that encourage prediction and discussion. Most
ISBN: 9781846431449
stories can be purchased with or without a CD.
£7.99
Little Fish has lots of fishy friends and this bright
Hooray for Fish!
and colourful book lets young children meet all
L Cousins
kinds of imaginary fish. Comes with an
ISBN: 9781406324006
accompanying DVD to read along with.
£7.99
When taken out on a road-test, this book is always Little Drivers to the Rescue
the most popular title in our preschool selection.
D Crisp
Children love placing the double-sided figure in a
ISBN: 9781904550976
pocket on each page to drive a variety of vehicles. £5.99
Based on the popular series In the Night Garden. Noisy Ninky Nonk
Children will recognise their favourite characters
A Davenport
from the television and love pressing the button
ISBN: 9781405907743
to make the Ninky Nonk sound.
£6.99
Packed with bright pictures and large text, this
My First Words
book will help children with word recognition and Dorling Kindersley
encourage talking and naming. Includes prompts ISBN: 9781405370134
to help parents talk about the pictures.
£5.99
Another book with wheels, this time shaped as a
Busy Tractor
tractor and full of bright photographs of different
Dorling Kindersley
types of tractors working on the farm, from forklifts ISBN: 9781405300872
and loaders to collecting grain with a trailer.
£5.99
A photographic board book featuring babies from
Peekaboo!
different ethnic backgrounds, and including both
Dorling Kindersley
touch-and-feel and lift-the flap elements to help
ISBN: 9781405331487
make learning words for parts of the body fun.
£4.99
Told more through pictures than words, this is
Penguin
the charming story of a little boy and the rather
P Dunbar
mysterious penguin he receives as a present.
ISBN: 9781406312461
£5.99
This well-researched cloth book has been
Faces
developed to appeal to babies from birth. The mix
J Fordham
of high-contrast images, crinkly pages and a mirror ISBN: 9780333994177
make this a perfect introduction to books.
£4.99
Aliens and underpants make this a popular
Aliens in Underpants Save
children’s choice, and the fun, rhyming text makes the World
this a good book for joining in or sharing. Can be C Freedman
enjoyed equally by preschool and older children.
ISBN: 9781847383020
£5.99
George really hopes he can be a good dog when
Oh No George!
Harris goes shopping. But then he sees the cake,
C Haughton
and the cat, and things get out of control! A lovely
ISBN: 9781406344769
book that lively children will identify with!
£6.99
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A board book version of this enduring children’s
Where’s Spot?
classic. Spot is missing. Children can help Sally
E Hill
look for him by lifting the flaps to see if they can
ISBN: 9780723263661
find him. Also available as an app.
£5.99
A bold bath book telling the story of a naughty duck Squirty Duck
who loves getting his friends soaking wet! The
L Hills
book can be used as a hand puppet and contains a ISBN: 9780230749627
water squirter – lots of fun at bathtime!
£4.99
Great for interactive play, this sturdy board book
Funny Faces: On the Farm
has bright pictures with die-cut eye holes so you
J Ho
can pretend to be a chicken, a mouse or a cow!
ISBN: 9780230759305
Other titles include ‘In the Zoo’ and ‘Dressing Up’.
£4.99
A fantastic follow-up to the original story, in this
Goldilocks and the Just
tale the bear finds himself lost in a big city and
One Bear
ends up taking refuge in Goldilocks' house! As with L Hodgkinson
all Nosy Crow paperbacks, it comes with a QR
ISBN: 9780857630445
code you can scan to hear the story read aloud.
£6.99
A fun, family-based story about some lively
The Naughty Step
children and the various ways they end up on the
M Inkpen
‘naughty step’, and the day that even their Mummy ISBN: 9780340959985
ends up joining them!
£5.99
One day a boy finds a penguin on his doorstep.
Lost and Found
Deciding it must be lost, he decides to take it home O Jeffers
and they set out for the South Pole. A thoughtful
ISBN: 9780007150366
and beautifully illustrated tale of friendship.
£5.99
A wonderful rhyming picture book following a
We All Went on Safari
group of children as they set out on a journey
L Krebs
through Tanzania, learning to count from one to
ISBN: 9781841487823
ten in both English and Swahili.
£5.99
First published 15 years ago, this beautifullyMan’s Work
illustrated wordless board book shows a dad and
A Kubler
son tidying up the house together, with (thankfully) ISBN: 9780859535878
no suggestion that it’s ‘mum’s day off’!
£2.99
Follow the bus driver as she goes about her day
Busy Town
driving around from the high street to the train
Ladybird
station and bus depot. Rhyming text and plenty of ISBN: 9781409308546
flaps to lift make sharing the book even more fun! £6.99
A simple re-telling of the favourite fairy tale aimed
Gingerbread Man
at toddlers and preschool children, with clear
Ladybird
pictures and a different touch-and-feel texture to
ISBN: 9781409304463
explore on every page.
£5.99
A lovely board book featuring characters from the
Daddy Pig’s Fun Run
popular Peppa Pig TV series, in this story Peppa’s Ladybird
Daddy is running to raise money to fix the school
ISBN: 9781409304869
roof.
£4.99
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Teddy or Train? Which do you prefer? Each of the Teddy or Train?
babies in this book can either be smiling or sad.
A Lewis
Children can rotate the heads to decide which in
ISBN: 9781846432415
this innovative board book.
£6.99
Boris is a lovable over-affectionate kissing
Calm Down Boris
monster. A riotous read with a hand puppet
S Lloyd
which allows Boris to get his kissing underway on
ISBN: 9781840114478
any unsuspecting small children.
£9.99
Lulu imagines she is a range of characters in this
Lulu Loves Stories
charming picture book that celebrates the power
A McQuinn
of stories and imagination. Accompanied with a
ISBN: 9781907825019
CD telling the story in more than 20 languages.
£7.99
When Mr Troll threatens to eat the Three Billy
Three Billy Goats Fluff
Goats Fluff for trip-trapping over his bridge too
R Mortimer
loudly, Mother Goat comes up with a fluffy plan to
ISBN: 9780340989913
keep everyone happy.
£5.99
Funny rhymes and beautiful pictures make this
The Silent Owl
a gentle story about an owl who lives in a hollow
C Philips
oak. The forest animals are worried about silent
ISBN: 9781849564243
Owl, but he has a few surprises up his sleeve.
£5.99
This bright and cheerful collection of poems,
What I Like!
rhymes and finger games comes complete with
G Phinn
an accompanying CD and is a great introduction
ISBN: 9781846430282
to poetry for very young children.
£7.99
In this humorous rhyming story Smelly Bill is
Love Stinks
back, and he's as smelly as ever but now he’s in
D Postgate
love! Can Bill win the affections of a perfectly
ISBN: 9781845394073
preened pup without cleaning up his act?
£5.99
Solomon Crocodile wants to play but the other
Solomon Crocodile
animals aren’t impressed with his mischievous
C Rayner
antics - then he finds his match! A good read-aloud ISBN: 9780230750227
book with lots of opportunities to join in.
£5.99
Lulu chooses from a range of clothes with zips to
Lulu’s Clothes
fasten, pockets to look in, dresses to admire and C Reid
colours to consider, in this wonderfully interactive
ISBN: 9780747597841
novelty book with top toddler appeal.
£6.99
A wonderfully funny rhyme telling the cautionary
Little Rabbit Foo Foo
tale of a naughty little rabbit, who rides around on a M Rosen
motorbike bopping everyone on the head. Luckily,
ISBN: 9780744598001
there’s a good fairy around to teach him a lesson.
£5.99
We’re Going on a Bear Hunt
This enduring classic is ideal for sharing with
M Rosen
groups of children. The rhyme and repetition
encourages everyone to get involved and can even ISBN: 9780744555721
£4.99
be acted out.
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Pip is enjoying playing at Posy’s house so much he Pip & Posy & the Little Puddle
A Scheffler
forgets to use the potty... The first in a new series
ISBN: 9780857630049
from the illustrator of the Gruffalo that covers
£7.99
toddlers’ everyday experiences.
There Are Cats In This Book
A highly interactive, brightly coloured book with
simple language suitable for younger children, who V Schwartz
ISBN: 9781406324990
will enjoy lifting the flaps and following the
£6.99
adventures of some very cheeky cats.
Perfect for sharing and some fun reading out loud
Fancy Dress Farmyard
without reading every word. This is a first class lift- N Sharratt
the-flap book, with flaps which double up as masks ISBN: 9781407115917
once you have revealed the surprise inside.
£6.99
Young children will love this very bold and bright
I Went to the Zoopermarket
picture book, with its easy-to-lift flaps and
N Sharratt
humourous rhyming text about the “zoopermarket”, ISBN: 9780439950633
where the food is not all it seems!
£6.99
Based on a popular TV series following adventure Octonauts & Whale Shark
heroes who dive into action to solve trouble under
Simon & Schuster
the sea. In this story, Dashi is swallowed by a
ISBN: 9780857072375
whale shark and her friends come to the rescue.
£4.99
Brightly coloured board book with very sturdy flaps Having Fun
showing pairs of children having fun like the
J Stockham
animals in the pictures. The series of books
ISBN: 9781846431784
includes children with disabilities in the illustrations. £5.99
Peep through the holes in this bright picture book
Yawn
to follow the yawn as it travels from Sean to the
S Symes
Cat to the Bird to... who will catch it next? A
ISBN: 9781406336122
fantastic book for bedtime!
£4.99
Perfect for preschoolers, a board book version of
Mini Picture Dictionary
the popular Milet Picture Dictionary featuring
S Turhan & S Hagin
vibrant, artistic illustrations. Available in English
ISBN: 9781840593679
and 20 bilingual editions.
£4.99
This book is part of an award-winning series that
That’s Not My Truck
combines bright, colourful illustrations with a
F Watt
variety of different textures to touch and feel on ISBN: 9780746093696
each page.
£5.99
Teddy’s grandpa makes Teddy and his best friend The Flying Daggers
Ruby some toy diggers, which they soon discover
I Whybrow
have magical qualities! A simple, engaging text
ISBN: 9780340903131
recommended for all transport-mad toddlers.
£5.99
Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive
The first of the famous ‘Pigeon’ series from an
award-winning and best-selling author. Join in and the Bus! M Willems
follow Pigeon’s pleading to get behind the wheel in ISBN: 9781844285136
£6.99
this laugh-out-loud story for the whole family.
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